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We design and build G-code-controlled CNC machines under our own MeteCNC® trademark.   
We select from Siemens SINUMERIK, Heidenhain TNC, Fanuc and Beckhoff TwinCAT to ensure your 
company has the most suitable control system for your requirements. Every feature of your machine, 
including its dimensions, can be tailored to the customer’s needs.  

Take a look at our brochure and ask for a quote for a new machine,  
or modifications to an existing one!

Remote-Controlled CNC Milling Machine

A modular, compact MeteCNC® Milling cutter  
with the Siemens SINUMERIK 840D sl control system,  
tolerates even radiation! In addition to the cutter,  
it is equipped with a probe, cutting saw and  
remote-controlled vices. A tool magazine with  
seven tool holders is integrated into the frame. 

The desk-based remote control and with the  
handwheel controller guarantees the operator’s  
safety. The machine’s modularity enables it to  
be easily transported and installed in tight spaces.

Technical information:

-  Vertical spindle, 3-axis
-  Dimensions (L x W x H): 1300 x 1000 x 1500 mm
-  Weight: 1500 kg
-  Spindle power 8.5 kW, max. 24,000 rpm
-  Attachment requirements:
    Electricity - three-phase/63A
 Compressed air - 8 bar

Customised CNC-controlled special purpose 
machines completely based on the dimensions  
and requirements of the customer. 

https://www.metecno.fi/en/
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Customised CNC machines

Portal Type CNC Machining Center

This vertical, 3-axis MeteCNC® Machining center is a Finnish 
alternative to first-class machining of steel, copper and other 
materials. Its body parts are made of cast iron, which minimises 
machine vibration. 
 
In addition to the absolute sensors of the servos, the movements 
are also monitored with measuring rods, which ensure that the 
error due to the thermal expansion of the moving parts is not 
reflected in the workpiece. The machine can be modified at  
low cost, for example in spindle size and in other respects.

Technical information:

-  Dimensions (L x W x H): 4540 x 4010 x 3600 mm
- Machining area (Y x X x Z):  
 2455 x 1855 x 510 mm
- Spindle power 63 kW and rotation speed  
 up to 12 000 rpm
- Weight: 16 900 kg
- Attachment requirements:
 Electricity - three-phase/200A 
 Compressed air - 6 bar

Welding Disc Lathe

MeteCNC® Welding disc lathe automatically turns and 
reinforces copper discs used in seam welding which 
enables reusing the same discs time and time again. 
Renew discs of different sizes in less than 2 minutes. The 
outer diameter of the disc can be between 240 and 360 mm. 

Set from the quality user interface the degree of force the 
disc will be rolled at and how much of the surface will be 
turned. And many other options!

Technical information:

-  Dimensions (L x W x H): 1200 x 1025 x 1520 mm
-  Discs outer diameter between 240-360 mm
-  Weight: 800 kg
-  Electrical connection requirements: three-phase/16A

https://www.metecno.fi/en/
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Customised CNC machines

CNC Milling Centre

A 3-axis MeteCNC® Milling centre with a vertical 
spindle and back rail for milling and drilling 
aluminium and softer materials. Automatic tool 
changer and a chip tray. The power room is integrated 
into the frame, and the centre can be transportable. 
Double doors and a detachable dividing wall enable 
pendulum drives. Attachable to a product  
management system.

Technical information:

- Dimensions (L x W x H): 5000 x 1200 x 2400 mm
-  Weight: 2200 kg
-  Movements: X 4000 mm, Y 500 mm, Z 500 mm
-  Tablet user interface
-  Remote access
-  Attachment requirements: 
 Electricity - three-phase/16A
 Compressed air - 6 bar

Our solutions are based on 
durable, finished quality 

We grant a 2-year full warranty for each MeteCNC®  
MeteCNC® and MeteMAN® special purpose machine. 

The warranty covers all defects in the design, manufacture, 
materials and installation of the machine. Component  
selections for MeteCNC® and MeteMAN® machines are  
made to guarantee the lifespan of a machine for 10 years.  
We also guarantee the availability of spare parts for 10 years.

See more detailed warranty terms

https://www.metecno.fi/en/
https://www.metecno.fi/en/product-warranty/
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MeteMAN® special purpose machines can be customised or maintained for the needs of a growing 
company’s production line or unit, regardless of the field of industry. We will design, build and supply 
a special purpose machine based on your company’s needs on a turnkey basis.  

Take a look at our brochure and ask for a quote for a new machine,  
or modifications to an existing one!

We provide milling machines, automation solutions 
and special purpose machines with the features your 
company needs. For production bottlenecks of any size.

Assembly cell

MeteMAN® Assembly cell attached to Fastem’s flexible 
manufacturing system (FMS) will fully automise the 
production. The cell offers flexibility, cost-effectiveness  
and a consistent end result in the assembly of your  
product while minimising production downtime.

The product can be a rotating or polygonal  
body and the dimensions, weight and number  
of pieces can vary greatly. As a modular cell,  
it can consist of several robots and various  
special purpose machines.

Technical highlights:

- Fully parametric cell controller
- Integratability in MES and ERP systems
-  Centralised management: one control, five machines

FULLY AUTOMATIC
MODULAR

CUSTOMIZABLE

Conveyor  
brings components 
from storage

1

2 Robot  
picks up components  
and puts them in  
the cell

4 Induction table  
heats the parts 
for a shrink joint 

3 MeteMAN 
Component Dispenser  
dispenses the components

6 Robot  
takes the finished 
assembly to  
the pallet

5 MeteMAN 
Assembly Press  
compresses the 
components 
together
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Vulcanising Machine

MeteMAN® Vulcanising machine splices the ends of rubber 
profiles with a film quickly and reliably. The machine offers  
many options for hot vulcanisation. There are four electrically 
heated jaws, each with its own temperature regulator.  
Plug-and-play jaw replacements for different rubber profiles  
with only little adjustment work. Safe to use with a two-handed 
control and foot pedal. All features are customisable!

Technical information:

- Dimensions (L x W x H): 1400 x 900 x 1070 mm 
- Weight: 350 kg 
- Heating power: 2 kW 
- Max. temperature: 200°C 
- Max. width of the piece to be spliced: 200 mm 
- With adapters tools of different sizes 
- Electrical connection requirement: single phase/10A

Chain Bag Packing Machine

Advanced MeteMAN® Chain bag packing machine for industrial production 
everyday, for both small and large product batches packaging.  
Opens, fills and closes those in the chain pre-formed bags.  
The machine packs food, detergents, powders, medicines,  
spare parts and frozen foods cost-effectively and without  
quality deviations. A lot of options for different types  
and sizes of packaging.

Technical information:

- Dimensions (L x W x H): 830 x 1300 x 1550 mm
-  Max. weight for the product to be  
 packaged: 10 kg
-  Bag dimensions:
 height 60 – 700 mm
 width 60 - ∞ mm
-  Option for accessories such as suction,  
 shielding gas, printer, zipper opener, lower  
 support conveyor, dispenser, funnel
-  Intermittent or continuos bag feeding
-  Stepless speed control 12,7 m / min.
-  Electrical connection requirements: single phase/10A

https://www.metecno.fi/en/
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Assembly Press KPP-5T

MeteMAN® KPP-5T is an automatic, servo-driven assembly 
press for several different pieces. It’s more than just a press. The 
machine moves, positions and compresses the pieces completely 
independently. All functions can be programmed component 
by component. Positioning of a piece can be to the nearest 
hundredths of a millimeter. Adjustable compression responses 
allow for countless part sizes in series production.  
For gears, shafts, bearings - for everything!

Technical information:

- Dimensions (L x W x H): 2100 x 725 x 2300 mm
-  Weight: 1430 kg
-  Compressive force: max. 50 000 N
-  Compression depth: 10-360 mm
-  Compression responses: 10-80 mm
-  The diameter of the grippers: 10-200 mm
-  Electrical connection requirements: three-phase/32A

Component Dispenser

MeteMAN® Component dispenser enhances a variety of 
assembly applications as an automatic component feeder.  
It is more than just a dispenser, as two feed chutes allow two 
different components to be dispensed simultaneously.  
The innovative design of the V-chute makes the dispenser 
flexible. As the configuration changes, the component fed by the 
dispenser can be changed. For bearings and many others.

Technical information:

- Dimensions (L x W x H): 720 x 1530 x 1450 mm
-  Weight: 550 kg
-  Outer diameter of the component: 15-150 mm
- Component width: 10-35 mm
- Component stack max. width: 1000 mm
-  Attachment requirements: 
 Electricity - three-phase/16A 
 Compressed air - 7 bar

https://www.metecno.fi/en/
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Finishing Table

MeteMAN® Finishing table is a solution for deburring, grinding or 
light assembly of high-precision parts. Its adjustable table and rotating 
magnetic pack allow for many work processes. The finishing table is stable 
when bolted to the floor, and thanks to the protected construction and the 
limited torque of the pack, it is a safe CE-marked device. 

The height and angle of the table can be adjusted to the needs of  
the employee, while supporting good work ergonomics. If the surface  
of the pack wears out in use, it can be re-machined, which extends  
the life of the device.

Technical information:

- Dimensions: (L x W x H) 600 x 810 x 870 mm
-  Weight: 130 kg
-  Table lifting capacity: 50 kg
-  Piece to be attached to the roller max. 10 kg
-  Height adjustment: 300 mm
-  Angle adjustment +/- 10 degrees
-  Electrical connection requirements: single phase/10A

Electric Manipulator

Electric manipulator, MeteMAN® 30-1600, lifts the pieces easily 
and ensures an accurate placement for them. Best in situations 
where a piece cannot be lowered down with a standard crane. The 
manipulator is controlled by an integrated joystick and has a stepless 
speed control that ensures careful movements. Excellent for piece 
handling or as an aid to the measuring machine!

Technical information:

- Dimensions (L x W x H):  
 400 x 450 x 1930 mm
- Weight: 200 kg
-  Reach: 1600 mm
-  Angle of rotation: 180 degrees 
-  Lifting height: 1500 mm
-  Movement speed: 0-100 mm/s
-  Maximum load: 30 kg
-  Electrical connection requirements: single phase/10A

https://www.metecno.fi/en/
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Assembly Base Plate

MeteMAN® KPA-14x12-2x450 is a base plate in 
which to connect various heavy components 
to each other. The base plate has two reversible 
tables, one of which moves on sledges about  
600 mm. The stiff weight of the base plate 
enables the assembly of even large pieces.  
The base plate is quite maintenance free since 
only its turntable bearings and slide feeds require 
to be lubricated annually.

Technical information:

- Dimensions: (L x W x H) 1660 x 1200 x 267 mm
-  Weight: 450 kg

Cobot Station

MeteMAN® PCS-12/PCS-14 is a collaborative robot station that 
can be easily moved and docked precisely to the floor.  
The station combines Omron’s TM series collaborative robot 
with a compact, pushable trolley. With an integrated machine 
vision camera, the cobot recognises the piece and with the 
help of a gripper, it moves the piece to the desired location. The 
cobot can be programmed to perform many different tasks such 
as gluing, packaging, quality control, etc. The station can be 
equipped with Omron cobots of different sizes!

Technical information:

- Dimensions: (L x W x H) 650 x 530 x 600 mm
-  Max. load: 12/14 kg 
-  Max. reach: 1100/1300 mm 
-  Max. speed: 1,1/1,3 m/s 
-  Electrical connection requirements: single phase/10A

https://www.metecno.fi/en/
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Circular Saw

A motor-driven MeteMAN® Circular saw for steel  
and other materials with an adjustable rpm. 
Execution possible even with a long working stroke. 
Clearance-free feeding. Remote-controlled.  
Height adjustment from 70 to 200 mm.

Technical information:

- Dimensions (L x W x H): 7050 x 680 x 760 mm
- Weight 600 kg
-  Cutting power 7.5 kW
-  Adjustable engine speed between  
 100 – 1200 rpm
-  Electrical connection requirements:  
 three-phase/32A

Assembly Press

Designed for accurate assembly, an unmanned 
servo-mechanical MeteMAN® accuracy press initially 
connects two workpieces brought by two robots, then 
it orientates collets and presses the assembly in, and 
finally marks the assembly. The machine is designed  
to be installed in a cage and to be operated via  
touch-screen. 

Technical information:

- Dimensions: (L x W x H) 2100 x 960 x 1400 mm
-  Weight: 700 kg
-  Two servomotors with gears
-  Max. pressing force 65 kN
-  Electrical connection requirements:  
 three-phase/32A

https://www.metecno.fi/en/
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Mould Turning Rack

A reduced MeteMAN® MKL-KS offers a chance to 
maintain moulds with widths between 220 – 400 mm 
can be serviced in this rack. A gas spring relief enables 
moulds of up to 100 kg, and working height can be 
adjusted according to the user. The rack has  
no predefined constraints so it is possible  
to adjust it to any position. 

Technical information:

- Dimensions (L x W x H): 900 x 700 x 1150 mm
-  Weight: 75 kg
-  Working height: adjustable between 600 – 940 mm

Profile Separator

This adult sized MeteMAN® PEL-D140 machine automatically 
separates profiles from each other. The machine can be 
operated by hand and thanks to detachable rolls it can operate 
different kind of profiles. The machine is covered on three sides, 
and in the opening of the operating side, a safety light screen 
guarantees the operator’s safety. The machine is movable  
with a pallet jack.

Technical information:

- Dimensions (L x W x H): 700 x 700 x 1700 mm
-  Weight: 230 kg
-  Speed of separation: 20 m/min
-  Start with one button, no need for set-up
-  Easily changeable tools
-  Electrical connection requirements:  
 single phase/10A

https://www.metecno.fi/en/
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Punching Machine for Plastic Profiles 

Equipped with an automatic magazine, this machine punches and cuts 
plastic profiles and can be applied to other materials. It is fast, quiet 
and small. Its servo-electrical punch substitutes traditional eccentric and 
hydraulic punches. The servo-electric punch maintains a standard speed 
through the punching process, so the result of the punching is clean-cut 
and accurate. You can program the length, pitch, number and angle of 
punches of the material. In addition, the machine is equipped  
with safety light screen/cage protection and touch screen.

Technical information:

- Dimensions (L x W x H): 5000 x 950 x 2850 mm
-  Weight: 670 kg
-  Nine servo drives
-  Profile’s input dpi 0.2 mm
-  An integrated power room
-  User-friendly user interface
-  Remote-controlled
-  Attachment requirements: 
 Electricity - three-phase/16A
 Compressed air - 6 bar

Tube Magazine and Feeder Machine

An automatic tube magazine that dismantles a 
bundle of square tubes to the feeder machine. Being 
fully automatic, it enables unmanned milling, accurate 
and easy programming of piece size and rapid piece 
production. The servo-powered feeder machine 
minimises waste and leaves unused material  
up to 2 cm in length.

Technical information:

- Dimensions (L x W x H):  5000 x 850 x 1700 mm
-  Weight: 300 kg
-  Communication with the feeder machine  
 via digital I/O
-  Attachment requirements: 
 Electricity - three-phase/16A
 Compressed air - 6 bar

https://www.metecno.fi/en/
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Side Belt Conveyor

Aluminium-framed side belt conveyor for the food 
industry. The conveyor is suitable for cans with a 
width of 50 – 300 mm, and the width adjustment is  
manual. The electric motors and gears are made of 
aluminium and the usual steel shafts. In addition,  
the speed of the conveyor can be adjusted.

Technical information:

- Dimensions (L x S x K): 1360 x 1050 x 1020 mm
-  Weight: 65 kg
-  Electrical cabinet is made from stainless steel
-  Three-phase frequency changer
- Electrical connection requirements:  
 three-phase/16A

Plastic Film Stretching Machine

With this Machine Direction Orientation machine you 
can thin the plastic film you use while increasing its 
strength and its barrier features. It has two driving modes: 
a ramp-up mode, in which the rollers rotate slowly and 
with a small moment; and stretch mode, in which the 
stretch ratio and driving speed are changeable. Plastic film 
is stretched between different temperable rollers, and their 
ratios are controlled with a user-friendly user interface. 

Technical information:

- Dimensions (L x W x H): 2100 x 1750 x 2000 mm
-  Weight: 2000 kg
-  Adjustment of traction ratios
-  Speed, moment and temperature displays 
-  Automatic web-break detection, sensitivity adjustment
-  Pneumatic drive nipple control
-  Data and error logging to a CSV file
-  Remote access
-  Electrical connection requirements: three-phase/80A

https://www.metecno.fi/en/
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Programmable Heating Cabinet 96 kW

With this heating cabinet you can heat different destination zones 
and guide blowers that will circulate the air. Heating elements will be 
installed in the destination zone and the desired temperature ramps can 
be selected from the touch-screen. The program is run automatically 
through the ramps. The cabinet has three independently functioning 
heating circuits that can be controlled from the first circuit’s control. You 
can program the temperature’s rate of increase, the target temperature 
and its holding time. You can operate the system from a 17” touch-screen. 
The cabinet can be moved with a pallet jack from every side. 

Technical information:

- Dimensions (L x W x H): 1400 x 1000 x 2050 mm
-  Weight: 235 kg without cables
-  Resisting power 11 kW, 96 kW for the whole centre
-  Heating sensor: K-type thermos-element, mini connector
-  Data collection for USB stick
- Electrical connection requirements: three-phase/160A

Our solutions are based on 
durable, finished quality 

We grant a 2-year full warranty for each MeteCNC®  
MeteCNC® and MeteMAN® special purpose machine. 

The warranty covers all defects in the design, manufacture, 
materials and installation of the machine. Component  
selections for MeteCNC® and MeteMAN® machines are  
made to guarantee the lifespan of a machine for 10 years.  
We also guarantee the availability of spare parts for 10 years.

See more detailed warranty terms

https://www.metecno.fi/en/
https://www.metecno.fi/en/product-warranty/
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The full contents of our delivery of  
special purpose machines:

Metecno Oy  |  Kaarnakatu 6, FI-37150 Nokia, Finland 
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Ask for the MetePRE® preplanning service when you need  
a demanding machine solution!

Pre-design 

 Electrical and mechanical design

  Design review (VR environment)

   Building and assembly

    Programming

     User interface

      FAT test

       Installations

        Testing and a trial run (SAT test)

         User trainings

          Documentation
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